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sional politician who is responsible for all group ills; for
Protection as for Wars. Get rid of him.
You will probably have to have a Federal Council. I should
choose them by going up to the top of the Empire State
Building or any high place above a city and letting drop
a number of parachutes labelled: "President/* "Tsar/5
"Secretary" and so on and anyone who got one would have
to take the unpleasant job. . . . Then they would all
be shut up in Monaco. They could play at the tables until
the rare job of proposing and arguing out a law came along.
There would be hardly any laws. You would have to regu-
late wave-lengths for the radios; airways for planes. Very
little else. Possibly the Federal Council, to keep them busy,
might settle the price of rare postage stamps ... in units
of commodities. Then you would vote. By elaboration of
the mechanism of the U.S. Census you ought to be able to
take a referendum of the whole Route in twelve hours. . . .
In that way you would have done your duty to the Republic
and the world.
You will obviously meet with opposition. People will tell
you that no one will stand for agricultural calms ; cleverer
people will tell you that even in Paradise people will sigh
for Hell ; others will say that the Machine has come to stay ;
others that there- are people who like toying with machines.
That is all right. Lots of machines have come to stay.
The steam railroad will stay till the electrically propelled
train arrives; then that will give way to the automobile.
Then it will be all flying. And obviously the machines will
have to be made. . . - But by part-timers. . . . That is
what you will have to say.
And you will agree that no one will stand for uninter-
rupted agricultural calms. . . . But for the greater part of
the year they will be able to travel; they will be able to
freeze off their noses on the North Pole if they like. And to
people who object to Paradise you can give a bag of sulphur
and tell them to start hells of their own. There will always
be scrapes for men to get into. . . . All you propose to do

